
 

Marden Village Trust 
Registered charity number 508824 

 

Trustees: Paula Barrett (Chair); Jessica Tidball (Secretary); Maggie Hopkins (Treasurer);  
  Len Day; Christine Wathen (Letting Secretary); David Tidball.  
 

Trustees: Paula Barrett (PB), Christine Wathen (CW), Jessica Tidball (JT), Maggie Hopkins (MH), Len 

Day (LD) and David Tidball (DT) 

Minutes of the meeting on Tuesday 22nd of February 2022 held at 7.30pm via Zoom. 

Present All Trustees were present plus 2 parishioners. 

1. Apologies: There were none 

2. Open Forum: None 

3. Minutes 25th January 2022: There are a few questions outstanding with regards to the Lease 

information. A discussion took place and the MVT decided to withhold agreement & signing 

until the leases are checked out. PB will organise for all the MVT to have the lease 

documents to examine and to amend the minutes at the next meeting. 

4. Matters arising from the minutes: 

• Up-date on Government Guidelines are: to politely ask that masks be worn especially in 

the communal areas, hand sanitising, ventilation and cleaning.  

• Hall flooring update: CW no further action has taken place. 

• Responses to the New Facility will be on hold as the information from the last minutes is 

needed once they have been agreed. 

• Facebook page. All MVT agreed to setting up a page. PB will action. 

5. Chairman’s report: i. relating to the Broadband modernisation, a 4 point hub was installed 

instead of 2. Electrical connection done by Jason Ellis (electrician). PB apologised for the 

mistake. ii. A safety audit on behalf of the academy highlighted that a lock needs to be put 

on the alarm cupboard. It was agreed that an out of child reach bolt/hook can be put on the 

door. iii. The heating is still a problem and now cannot be switched off. A part needs to be 

replaced and currently waiting for it to arrive before it can be fixed. MVT worried about the 

cost implications of continual heat and wastage. This may lead to a debate with the academy 

and an exploration into energy prices. 

6. Secretary’s report: Nothing to report 

7. Treasurer’s report: A bill for the shared costs has been paid approximately £2500 which is 

about normal. The Pre-school have paid plus the storage rent  total amount was 

approximately £2000 

8. Letting Secretary’s report: The Bowls Club have brought up that the flooring in the storage 

room is disintegrating just inside the door. This is a shared area with the academy and needs 

to be discussed with them and for them to sort out. The replacement work can only be done 

in the holidays.  PB to action discussion with the academy. 

9. CIO: The MVT discussed the benefits highlighting that the trustees would not be liable, there 

is more access to Fund Givers, will still be under the Charity Commissioners but a new 

constitution is needed. PB to action a draft constitution and further CIO information for MVT 

to comment on at the next meeting. DB s commented that flexibility in a new constitution is 

needed with regards to purchase or selling of assets as it will be important for the future. 



The Bank Account may have to change MH to action to see if RBS will continue with a bank 

account. If all goes to plan it hopefully will take about 6 months to change. 

10. AOB. It was agreed that 4 armchairs be put in the cupboard for those who have difficulty 

with the folding chairs. 

11. Date and time of next meeting Tuesday 29th March at 7.30pm.  

 

 
Signed  

Date  


